Prussia

During the Seven Years' War 1756-1763, the coalition with France included ?(Quiz on movie Barry Lyndon)

Native Americans

Authors:                      Ideas:
Descartes                     Sensible Ideas arise from the union of mind and body
Bacon                         Idols of the mind obstruct the path of correct scientific reasoning
Leibniz                       Everything in the universe consists of monads (spiritual atoms)
Lock                          We are born with a blank mind and knowledge is determined only by experience derived from senses
Newton                       Laws of motion in the solar system present mechanical process that proves existence God
Voltaire                      If God did not exist, we must invent God

Important Vocab/Notes:

**Renaissance means "Rebirth" in French**

Middle Ages:

1453-1815 Early modern period ended with Napoleonic wars, before the Industrial Revolution

1815 – 1989 Late modern period ended with Cold war

Contemporary era

Renaissance: 1453-1517